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Metal & High Heels is an online magazine about
women* and metal music, covering the latest news about
#WomenInMetal and other interesting topics that are part of
the daily life of metalheads: lifestyle and entertainment.
And this is the official podcast.


You know, we like to think of our community that's on the cutting edge of fashion.

But we weren't always this way!

In fact, we used to be a little more… metal.

We're not saying we weren't fashionable back then—but you know what? We've come a long way since then. Today, we're all about bringing women together in the most unique, one-of-a-kind ways possible. And if there's one thing that unites women more than anything else, it's their love of metal music!

That's why we were so excited when ASCIN Loans approached us with an idea for an event that would bring together women in the metal community and celebrate their passion for all things heavy metal: The Women in Metal Event!

We were looking for sponsors who could help make this event happen and make it happen in style. We were thrilled at the chance to sponsor the event and help support women who share our love of music and fashion.

The Women in Metal Event was held on Friday night at Brooklyn Concert Hall, where attendees enjoyed drinks from some of our favorite local breweries while listening to live performances by some of our favorite up-and-coming female artists like Evanescence and The Pretty Wreckless.

The women who attended were so inspirational! You could feel their love for metal music and their desire to connect with other women who shared their passion. It was a beautiful event, and we are so glad we got the chance to be a part of it.
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Women
at Metal Festivals | Metal & High
Heels Podcast 91


We discuss our experiences at festivals
and why female representation is vital.
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Video
game Of Bird & Cage with Arnold
Nesis | Metal & High Heels Podcast
90


Is it a video game? Is it a metal album?
Yes! Also, Arnold gives us interesting
insights into the gaming and music
industries.
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Women
in record labels | Metal & High
Heels Podcast 89


Kiki and Pia talk to two women with
important positions in Nuclear Blast.
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How orange lipstick becomes a bright 
accent in your look and helps 
find the perfect shade


Read more...





Metal & High Heels is…
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 - since 2013!


Read more...
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DARK SARAH – “The Golden Moth”

The evolution of DARK SARAH is noticeable in sound and visuals – not only the music has reached a peak, but the album covers have also improved in quality.
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ALTER BRIDGE European Tour 2019

It seems the ALTER BRIDGE-guys never rest. Myles Kennedy released his long-awaited solo album “Year Of The Tiger” and is still touring with SLASH.




Our Sponsors

ASCIN Loans

	
ASCIN Loans is a financial services company that provides loans to people who need money for various purposes. This could include funding for travel, education, or even musical equipment for aspiring musicians.


CFX Guitars

	
CFX Guitars is a manufacturer of electric guitars and basses with a focus on high-end instruments for professional musicians. Many metal guitarists and bassists use CFX products due to their high quality and distinctive look.


Royale Cosmetics

	
Royale Cosmetics is a beauty brand that offers a range of makeup products, including bold and edgy shades that are popular among fans of metal music. The company cares not only about beauty but also about the environment, without testing products on animals and using natural ingredients.
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